INDIVIDUALIZATION

Feelings......
a gateway
into the true realm of being...

Workshop leader and founder, Bonnie Serratore, has spent over twenty years developing and refining the ReNascent Process, a proven system of body oriented feeling process work that has helped thousands of individuals connect with themselves and the world. No mediator between individual & meaning.

Move beyond persistent cycles of emotion.
Permanently overcome the legacy of past wounding.
Embrace the feelings you habitually avoid.

Our Programs:

Core Awakening - August 25-26; Oct 27-28
A weekend intensive. True and permanent change occurs when you feel what has been hidden in your unconsciousness.

"Know Thyself" Program Nov. 10, 2001
An initiation into emotional body mastery, this year-long program, shows you how to access, explore and work through unconscious feelings. Applications now being accepted for November 2001!

Inner Path Teachings - Aug. 22, Sept. 12, Oct. 17
Ongoing series. 7 Sacred Mirrors of the Essene Mystery School.

www.renascentcenter.com (707) 833-6847